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Once we feel the first rays of spring sunshine our thoughts turn from 

winter comfort food to getting in shape for the summer ahead. In Australia 

we are fortunate enough to have access to some world class fitness facilities to help us on 

our way—just don't be surprised if you come across some world class recycled-plastic products while 

you are there.

www.replas.com.au
1800 REPLAS

The fun way to get fit

As part of a major upgrade to Middle Park Beach, The City of 

Port Phillip Council installed four Fitness Trails® exercise 

stations at Princes Park, Parkville. The four clusters of self-guided 

equipment feature high-quality graphic instructions which allow 

for use with, or without, supervision. 

When fitting out the new centre they realised they 

needed a range of custom made seating that was 

not only functional and brightly coloured, but 

could also survive in a chemical rich environment 

without rusting or deteriorating. Over $40 000 

worth of recycled-plastic seating was installed.

Ian Thorpe will make a splash in the newly 

opened SA Aquatic & Leisure Centre in Adelaide 

when he makes his Australian comeback next year. 

‘The supplier of the recycled plastic equipment, Replas, 
was well organised in the supply, packing and delivery of 
the equipment. The accompanying tailored, 
documentation supplied by Fitness Trails for the set out 
and erection of the fitness equipment, made for an easy 
and trouble free installation by local contractors.’
Stuart Nicoll, Project Manager, City of Port Phillip.

Michelle Young from YMCA said, ‘I will only 

use Replas products in all of my pools because 

they are the only product that will survive the 

test of time’.

According to Stuart Nicoll, Project Manager, City of Port Phillip, 

they were pleased that the signage could be, 'adapted and 

reproduced to suit Council's park signage suite design,’ adding, ‘I 

have no hesitation in recommending Fitness Trails for similar projects’. 

Googled us lately? You should. We've had a spring clean to bring you our fresh new look 

website featuring brand new videos and the latest news in recycled plastic.

Visit www.replas.com.au today and let us know what you think.



Did you know …
Replas makes a range of products suitable for the utilities industry? Many civil and 

construction companies are realising that recycled plastic offers greater durability than 

traditional products, yet has the advantage of being considerably lighter and easier to 

handle. Visit Utilities under the Product list of our new website for more details

Replas is proud to be a sponsor of the Keep Australia Beautiful 

awards. We are keen to support communities who have a demonstrated 

concern for the environment and who have shown they can take 

practical steps to make their local environments more sustainable. All 

finalists in the Australian Sustainable Communities Awards will 

receive a $500 voucher towards the purchase of Replas products. NSW 

finalist, Kogarah Council, was recently presented with their certificate 

from Replas representative Ronda Brooks. Well done to all finalists.

Keeping Australia beautiful

L - R Peter McLean, CEO of KAB for NSW, Paul 
Woods, Kogarah General Manager, Dick Olesinski, 
National Judge for KAB, Nickolas Varvaris, Mayor 
for Kogarah, Ronda Brookes, Replas representative.

REPLAS PROUDLY AUSTRALIAN MADE AND OWNED—

Picnic settings at The Nut at Stanley on the north-west coast of 

Tasmania had fallen into disrepair. The concrete supports were 

starting to split as the steel reinforcement bars rusted and 

expanded, and the timber had already been replaced. 

Using your Nut

Circular Head Council realised recycled-plastic picnic settings 

would be a better long term choice as they will last more than forty 

years. Danny Dwyer, Infrastructure Project Management Officer at 

the council said that early trails were proving to be a success and 

that they would be seeking approval to continue with the project.

Replas customers inspire us with their innovative use of our products. 

Enduromesh panels are designed to provide a non-slip surface for wet 

areas, but have now passed a new industrial test in New Zealand.

Thinking outside the mesh

Powder Coating Services Ltd. needed a convenient solution to issues 

in its drying area, where chemically processed items need to be 

efficiently air dried. Enduromesh easily met the requirements, 

providing a floor covering that will withstand harsh contact with 

heavy and sharp-edged metal products, and the residues of chromate 

and architectural pre-treatment systems applied to them.

If you have a tricky problem, why not call us to see if we can come up with a clever solution.
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